communication with executives

shortage of time and communication channels

give to get
management of relationships between
media agency and the creative agency
buy in on strategy from different
groups with a voice

Executive level coordination

Singing the same song
If you don't have the right title it is harder to
Credibility with higher ups

Who owns the analytics in the company?

Communication / Value

VP, Internet
Ownership

Director
COO
CMOs

Communicate strategy and
understanding of value of

Hurdles

Too many cooks
(Sharon) At the end of the day, all they
care about are the GRPs.
Discrepancy in the numbers

Round 1 (Scope)

(Tony Gray) Justify by opportunity cost of staffing.
Reporting vs. pro-active. Missing technical capacity.
Pro active vs. reactive usage of analytics
Not just an expense. Brings revenue value.

Cost

ROI of Analytics
Education of value

Strategy

Analysts doing more than just reporting pageviews and visitors.
Structure analysts time on delivering something useful.
Politics are real
Large enterprise

Company size

Small business

Communication amoung the analytics
Who gets it? How do we help them "get it?"
Communicate

Explore these needs

Making it work
Deliverables

5 major problems on each topic
3 ideas how to address each topic
Not knowing what the true KPIs and objectives are
No real strategy for measurement. Maintaining the strategy.
Level 1 - pageviews and uniques

Problems

Understanding of different levels of analytics usage.
Communicate to the executives. Objective examples.

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 - driving the business forward

If the strategy comes from 1 business unit, will it be embraced
by the other business units. Localized vs. global strategy.
Projects that don't bring value

MindMeld

Have strategy
Strategy

Illustrating value of why you need a strategy.

Document "Key elements" of a successful web
analytics strategy. Best practices.

Ideas / Solutions

Education of executives. Covert techniques.

Communicate that not every project is worthy of
the resources or the investment. Kill or stop
tracking dog projects.
Develop Localized strategy per business unit
vs. global company wide strategy.
Better communication of capabilities to
executives. Deep dive analysis. Examples.
Casting the proper vision for decision makers. How
does this support the business goals.

Thoughts

Sample business cases.

Basic reporting

Terri - different levels of analytics usage

Ownership/Sponsorship. How high up does the
ownership level go? Higher the level the better.
Cross departmental touch. Level of coordination
involved. Buy into the same strategy.

Problems

Round 2 / 3

Poor understanding of what is really
involved in doing analytics. Understanding
of size and scope of analytics.

Standards to serve different business units
IT vs. Marketing

Relationship between
reporting and analysis.

Strive for 20% reporting vs. 80% analysis.
80% reporting, 20% reporting is common.

Staffing to make analytics useful.

People

Part time vs. Full Time

Organization
Funding

Who owns it? IT? Marketing?

Assign a Sr. Owner - Exec, VP, etc.
Develop a strategy people can buy into
Ideas / Solutions

Analysts co-report to a mentor trainer
and the business unit.
Have money allocated. Correlation between good
analytics and money. Communicate it. Communicate
value and capabilities to the organization.

Thoughts
No communication strategy

Problems

Difference in providers. Paid vs. Free.

When numbers can be challenged, the number
they like they most will be chosen.

Evolutions of online
No standards
Perceived value of the analytics product
Standards across platforms. Whitepaper documentation.
Documentation: "Why are the
numbers different?" Third party...WAA.

Communication / Education on Value of analytics

Ideas / Solutions

Best practices methodology for
communicating value to the executives.
Documentation "What is the difference
between platforms?"
Resources / continuity of the
knowledgebase.

Thoughts
Develop Best Practices across all 3 topics

Have someone who has the respect of
the organization represent analytics.

